
EDITOR’S REMARKS

‘‘HIS BIRTH WAS VERY DIFFICULT.
THE CHILD’S HEAD WAS TOO

LARGE.’’

Sesquicentennial celebrations are common
these days. Many land-grant colleges in the
United States were founded about 150 years
ago, yet the ceremonial aspects of these ritu-
alized memorializings do not cause the heart
to flutter in thrilling anticipation of great
speeches or fine dining. Indeed, lots of
intriguing events happened on or about April
21, 1864, but only one of them brings satisfied
smiles to the faces of working sociologists
around the globe. Other occurrences, far
more noteworthy at the time, now fill forgot-
ten histories of the small scale, yet none ring
so strongly as the ‘‘difficult’’ birth immortal-
ized by an adoring spouse 62 years later.

For instance, on April 21, 1864 Abraham
Lincoln wrote a letter to the ‘‘Honorable Sec-
retary of War’’ saying ‘‘I forget the name of
the man who is ordered to be executed
tomorrow [‘‘Lorenzo Stevens at Elmira’’] at
Syracuse, New York. I have concluded to sus-
pend the sentence, and have him examined on
the question of sanity by the same man who
made a similar examination for us last year
at Norfolk’’ (Lincoln 1864). A very important
event for Mr. Stevens, and characteristically
wise of Lincoln, especially when weighed in
the context of his recent movie incarnation.

On the next day the United State Congress
passed ‘‘The Coinage Act of 1864,’’ which
inserted ‘‘In God We Trust’’ on all specie
issued by the government. Sociologists of
religion could make much of that, and may
have already done so.

In Europe, the Second Schleswig War (also
called the German-Danish War) had been
raging since February, and at around 1000
hours on April 18, three days before our tar-
geted date, ten thousand Prussian soldiers
attacked Danes holding Fort Dybbøl follow-
ing a six-hour artillery pummeling, leaving
1,700 of the defenders and 1,200 of the attack-
ers dead. The battle is still officially remem-
bered in Denmark, recalling that the war

began over ethnic conflicts and an unstable
Danish political system. One wonders if histor-
ically or comparatively minded political sociol-
ogists have used this instance in their studies,
but one can be certain that for the 2,900 dead
soldiers, this became an essential day.

Also three days before our favored date
was the Battle of Poison Springs, Arkansas,
where the First Kansas Colored Infantry suf-
fered its worst losses during the War at the
hands of Confederate soldiers, who mur-
dered the captured and wounded. Six hun-
dred Union troops using 198 wagons had
been sent to capture 5,000 bushes of corn
and other edibles for their starving comrades.
They were eventually reinforced by 500 more
troops, but lying in wait for them were 3,600
Confederate soldiers and twelve cannons
under the command of John Sappington Mar-
maduke. After defeating and chasing the Yan-
kees for over two miles, the Rebels returned to
the battlefield and killed the wounded former
slaves from Arkansas and Missouri who had
become Union soldiers. Henceforth black sol-
diers would cry out ‘‘Remember Poison
Springs’’ when rallying in battle, commemo-
rating the 117 who died there.

In India, nothing memorable occurred on
April 21 according to sources which claim
to chronicle such things, though one suspects
they missed something.

Two months after the German infant
who exhibited cephalopelvic disproportion
arrived (see title above), a large number of
war tourists in Cherbourg witnessed a unique
event just beyond French waters: a battle to
the death between the novice U.S.S. Kearsarge
and the world-famous C.S.S. Alabama, which
ended a two-year game of cat and mouse
between the two when the Alabama sank
after 2.5 hours of battle. In the preceding
three years, the Confederate vessel had tri-
umphed over 83 ships dedicated to the Yan-
kee cause, so was a prime target of the Union
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navy. This duel made newspapers world-
wide, and all the local Cherbourg hotels
were crammed with onlookers, who took
the long contest between the two ships as
a sporting event (Foote 1974 [Vol. 3]: 380-
390).

And yet, sociologically speaking, nothing
more important transpired worldwide than
the heroic efforts of Helene Fallenstein Weber,
struggling to bring her large-headed son to
life, in Erfurt, Thuringia, near the center of
Germany today. (Max, Jr. was not the only
notable Erfurt resident. Martin Luther—
whose ideas were central to so many of Web-
er’s, even if in a different register—won his
BA and MA degrees there; J.S. Bach’s father
and cousin were born in Erfurt, and his
parents married in a church that still stands
in the town; the composer of Pachelbel’s
‘‘Canon’’ [the ‘‘Yesterday’’ of classical music]
worked there as organist in a church for
some years, and Boogie Pimps was also
born there). As Helene Weber’s daughter-
in-law explained six decades later: ‘‘Helene
contracted a fever, and she was not able to
breast-feed him, as she did her later children.
This was done by another woman, the wife of
a Social Democratic carpenter, and the boy
dreamed his first weeks away in a laundry
basket under a carpenter’s bench. When later
his social and democratic views developed in
opposition to the political heritage of his
ancestors, the family used to joke that ‘Max
drank in his political views with his nurse’s
milk’‘‘ (Weber 1975: 31). One wonders if
they also did not connect Weber’s carpenter
affiliation with that of Jesus. Thus Karl Emil
Maximilian Weber arrived in the world so
that he could invent a form of sociology
which has become as essential to our way
of thinking as John Philip Sousa’s 130 tunes
remain crucial for marching bands. He was
the first of eight children, named after his pol-
itician father, and those double inherited bur-
dens weighed on him throughout his busy
life of 56 years. His accomplishments during
this brief existence (recalling that Claude
Levi-Strauss recently died at 100, and Paul
Ricoeur at 101), even while sidelined from
33 through 39 due to a gigantic emotional cri-
sis, beggar the claims to real achievement of
ordinarily gifted scholars in their fields of
study. He not only excelled in a range of sep-
arate scholarly spheres, but invented some of

them as well: the sociology of music, the soci-
ology of law, the sociology of comparative
religion, the sociology of bureaucracy, the
sociology of power, while perfecting survey
research and the sociology of stock and com-
modity markets, to name a few.

After college, and in between stints of mil-
itary training, he obtained a law degree, then
wrote a dissertation about medieval trading
relationships in northern Italy using dusty
data he collected in antique Italian and Span-
ish archives. In the serious ritual of a public
dissertation defense, he was certified before
a substantial audience as sure to be the future
of historiography by Theodor Mommsen
himself, dean of nineteenth century ancient
historians, a celebrity, and future Nobel laure-
ate (Weber 2003: 9). Weber then rocketed to
youthful stardom as a Roman history expert
(Weber 2008), and not yet out of energy, over-
saw and wrote up the results of two large
social surveys of agricultural workers and
15,000 priests in Prussia, creating a 900-page
book. After this he wrote an expert-level
treatment of the stock market, and lectured
at Berlin University in place of his ill profes-
sor. All of these disparate research materials
were in print before he turned 30. Mean-
while, he had been living at home with
a pious mother and pragmatic father, neither
of whom probably understood exactly what
their ingenious son was doing. In each field
he entered, the precocious scholar raised the
stakes for those who would follow, innovat-
ing research practices and theoretical devel-
opment. He was the young man to watch in
the German academy until his emotional col-
lapse at 33.

All of this ought to be fairly well known to
sociologists today. In addition to Marianne
Weber’s lovingly detailed biography (1926;
English translation, 1975), we now have
a less adoring but even more revealing biog-
raphy by a German historian (Radkau 2009)
and, still untranslated, a major biography of
Marianne herself, which of course includes
much information about her husband
(Meurer 2010). For German readers, the col-
lected works project has provided his letters
in multiple volumes, which illustrate his
humanity far more than do his straight-
backed, tightly-strung scholarly writings.
Already in 2004 when the largest bibliogra-
phy of Weberiana in English was published,
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nearly 5,000 items were presented (Sica 2004),
and since then the stream has not slowed.
Max Weber Studies is in its 13th year of exis-
tence, offering technical articles that probe
Weber’s life, writings, and the extension of
his ideas in ways that would be useful if
available for other classical theorists as well.

So why has the Weber Industry thrived
nearly a century after his death in 1920? He
explicitly argued that in science, newness
must prevail: ‘‘each of us knows that what
he has accomplished will be antiquated in
ten, twenty, fifty years. This is the fate to
which science is subjected; it is the very mean-
ing of scientific work’’ (Weber 1946: 138). The
obvious answer revolves around his bright
ideas, those that fill introductory theory text-
books (rationalization, demagicalization/
disenchantment, routinization, charisma,
ideal types, legitimation processes, types of
social action, and so on). Yet as with Marx,
(especially the earlier works), but also Dur-
kheim, Simmel, Lukács, Mannheim, Sorokin,
Merton, de Beauvoir, and other notables in
the history of theorizing, the ideas them-
selves, shorn of the special rhetorics with
which they were delivered to the public,
would not have been enough to guarantee
a continuing audience. Similarly, Hemi-
ngway is read fifty years after his death not
because he had great ideas—quite the con-
trary, since most of his ideas about men,
women, war, alcohol, hunting, and death
have become intolerable within the context
of today’s norms of enlightened interaction.
Yet his books still sell, his style is aped, and
his letters are being published in twelve vol-
umes. Readers respond to skillful rhetoric,
and scholarly readers accept ideas when pre-
sented in certain ways which they would
otherwise reject or ignore. Everyone wants
to be charmed, particularly when trying to
ingest new ideas, or restatements of old
ones.

Weber’s German is famously overwrought,
underpunctuated, hyper-technical, and not
user-friendly. But through the labor of many
translators, some of them virtuosic, anglo-
phone audiences have gained access to his
ideas through a recognizably Weberian form
of writing that is dense, insistent, encyclope-
dic, hypnotically choked with qualifiers, tax-
onomic, heavily footnoted, and passionate
(when it made sense to be so). One way to

commemorate in few words the sequicenten-
nial of his birth is to listen to his scholarly
voice as it grew between 1889 and 1920.

From his first dissertation (1889), we learn
this about ‘‘Industrial Wealth in Florence’’:
‘‘The development of commercial law in Flor-
ence has been perceived and depicted repeat-
edly by Lastig as a contrast to that of the
Italian maritime cities. At the time when the
independent statutory creation of law began
in the communes, Florence was a city on
land whose access to the sea—its only trade
route free of toll barriers—was blocked by
Pisa’s areas that lay in between. Large and
distance trade could not serve as the founda-
tion of the creation of capital here, and the
forms of law that governed trade did not
lead to an original creation of law. Rather,
economic activity depended on commercial
labor; large industrial wealth was the back-
bone of the city’s economic power’’ (Weber
2003: 151).

The principal ingredients of Weberian soci-
ology are already evident: close attention to
the historical record, conceptualization of
socio-economic changes over time, a refusal
to accept other experts’ opinions if they con-
tradict Weber’s own data or his reading of
theirs, qualification of the argument only to
interject contradictory data in the interest of
‘‘objectivity,’’ and so on. He was also brutally
honest about the disappointing fruits of his
own vigorous archival research that attemp-
ted to prove his hypotheses about ‘‘gesamte
Hand‘‘ (‘‘‘joint hands’ and the institutions
that served as the basis of the general part-
nership’’): ‘‘If one were to inquire now into
the legal-dogmatic and practical significance
of the results of the analyses carried out here,
one would have to admit that the signifiance
does not lie in the individual findings’’
(ibid.:180). He complained to his wife in let-
ters home about the difficulties of the
research: ‘‘I had to read hundreds of Italian
and Spanish collections of statutes, and first
I had to master both languages sufficiently
for me to read books in them after a fashion;
in the case of Spanish, this was somewhat
time-consuming. Then, too, most of the stuff
was written in disgusting ancient dialects,
and one is surprised that the poeple under-
stood that gibberish! Well, I had plenty to
do, and if the results are meager rather
than copious, it is less my fault than that of
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the Italian and Spanish city councillors who
failed to put in the statutes precisely those
things that I was looking for!’’ (Weber 1975:
113). Though uncharacteristically light-
hearted, even humorous, when compared
with famous passages in From Max Weber
by which most students know his work, his
capacity for droll wit and ironic observation
livened up his letters and also, so it was
reported, his interaction with students and
friends.

Roman Agrarian History (1891), his habilita-
tion (second dissertation) bore no relation
whatsoever to his first dissertation, and
begins with a manual on Roman surveying
techniques: while ‘‘surveying ager centuriatis
. . . first the decumanus maximus and cardo
maximus were established as base lines, and
then a system of parallel lines—decumani
and cardines—were laid down as bound-
aries. They were spaced so that usually—
although not always—they framed square
lots which were each 20 by 20 actus (120
Roman feet), making 400 quadratactus in
area, equivalent to 200 iugera, and these
lots were called centuriae‘‘ (Weber 2008: 11-
12; he also provided illustrations, 176-177).
Weber bathed in data whenever he could,
but never for its own sake. When young he
confided to a cousin that he would never
become a first-rate scholar because he
became too bored with the tedium of serious
research, a claim we now find preposterous.
But his fascination with The Big Picture gave
him the gumption to search out and system-
atize deeply buried data, in a dozen lan-
guages if need be, not because he enjoyed
it, but due to the requirements of ‘‘science’’
of the kind he wished to do.

Weber was always alert to the ‘‘So What?’’
question that scholars are routinely asked,
and must ask themselves. If his habilitation
necessarily began with minutiae, it ended
with a sweeping historical vision: ‘‘The
Roman Republic organized its conquests as
a confederation of cities, and it purposely
repressed national patriotism. Later develop-
ments under the Empire destroyed the local
patriotisms of the cities as effective forces.
In their stead came the ideal of world citizen-
ship, which had its roots and also its effects
in the religious, not political, sphere . . .
Those necessities thrust more than half the
Empire’s citizens into autarchic manors and

compulsory state services. . . And when the
Empire collapsed and its place was taken by
local and territorial authorities a new devel-
opment could begin, a new era. In this new
era the Empire was no longer held together
by its fiscal and administrative organizations.
But the ancient unity of the Roman Empire
was remembered, and it remained as an
Utopian ideal of the unity of mankind, an
ideal that could flower and shape new
developments’’ (ibid.: 172). Moving between
microscopic data and ideas to the very large
generalizations constituted Weber’s model
of how comparative-historical research
ought to be done. Though he did not write
a Rules of Sociological Method for this kind of
work, simply watching him go about his
labors points the way.

Marching through samples of his scholarly
rhetoric would require a monograph, but
a sense of his style can be enlarged by exam-
ining works rarely discussed or quoted. For
instance, the opening of his Musiksoziologie,
which he invented around 1912: ‘‘All ratio-
nalized harmonic music rests upon the
octave (vibration ratio of 1:2), and its divi-
sion into the fifth (2:3) and fourth (3:4) and
the successive subdivisions in terms of the
formula n/(n11) for all intervals smaller
than the fifth. If one ascends or descends
from a tonic in circles first in the octave fol-
lowed by fifths, fourths, or other successive-
ly determined relations, the powers of these
divisions can never meet on one and the
same tone no matter how long the procedure
is continued. The twelfth perfect fifth (2/312)
is larger by the pythagorean comma than the
seventh octave equaling (1/27). This unalter-
able state of affairs. . . forms the fundamental
core of facts for all musical rationalizations’’
(Weber 1958: 3). Marianne Weber recalled
Weber at his new Steinway piano playing
and lecturing his bewildered friends and
colleagues for several hours as he worked
out the meaning of rationalization in music
written or performed in Asia, the Middle
East, and Europe. To understand his text, it
is necessary to have studied musical theory,
but even more is required, since Weber
added the vital sociological twist, consider-
ing which instruments contributed to
the growth of Western music in ways
that did not occur elsewhere. Few U.S. soci-
ologists have ventured into this corner of
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Weberianism because the cost of admission
is high, but musicologists who have studied
the work agree on its innovative importance.

The University of California Press in its
wisdom has just reissued Economy and Society
in a two-volume set, Weber’s masterpiece,
first published in 1968 by a small press in
New Jersey, reissued in 1978 by California,
and now in a fresh edition 50 years later
(with a new preface by one of the original
editors, Guenther Roth). Though not inex-
pensive, it could once again serve as
a brain-bursting inspiration for graduate
students who have not been exposed to
large-caliber sociology. Studying its 1,600
pages is more than a weekend adventure
(the index alone is 64 pages). But prolonged
meditation on its contents provides solid
background in the sociology of cities, of
law, of power, or social action, of bureaucra-
cies, of religion, of status relationships, of
legitimation processes, of nationalism, and
other enduring topics within the field.
There is no equivalently intelligent and
encylopedic work, and likely never will
be. It is the lingua franca of modern
sociology.
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CRITICAL-RETROSPECTIVE ESSAY

The Sociology of the Military: A Multi-Paradigmatic Review

CHRIS PAPARONE

Army Logistics University
christopher.r.paparone.civ@mail.mil

My hope is that this essay may provide the
reader an interesting and critical outsider’s
(non-sociologist’s) retrospection of selected
books related to military sociology from the
position of a military insider (a retired U.S.
Army colonel). After considering 22 books
on the subject published since the year
2000, I settled on four, two outside the
margins of military sociology, that I thought
best represented diversity in the study of the
military. To buttress my sense of needed
diversity, I adapted the 1979 work of Gibson
Burrell and Gareth Morgan, Sociological Para-
digms and Organizational Analysis, to evaluate
suitable representation across four sociolog-
ical paradigms: interpretivism, radical
humanism, radical structuralism, and struc-
tural functionalism.1 What may be interest-
ing in and of itself is that I could not find
books that military sociologists dedicated
to radical humanism or radical structuralism
paradigms, no matter how loosely I inter-
preted their makeup. Therefore, in searching
for these representations, I extended my
reach to two authors, Sandra Whitworth
(2004) and Frans P. B. Osinga (2007), who
write from what I would characterize as
‘‘international-relations sociology,’’ follow-
ing the ‘‘patterns of interdisciplinary collab-
oration’’ (Merton 1973: 53).2 While none of
the four books I selected fall neatly into
one of the paradigms, I am confident that
each is an exemplar that leans toward one
of the four more than the others.

An Exemplar of Interpretivism—
principal assumption: human reality is social-
ly constructed. My most mind-changing find

is the book The Sociology of War and Violence
by Siniša Malešević, who is presently Pro-
fessor and Chair of School of Sociology at
University College, Dublin, Ireland. For
those interested in incorporating the history
of war and state-legitimated violence into
their repertoire, this book offers the perfect
start.

Malešević’s first two chapters set a
meta-theoretical stage for his arguments in
the chapters that follow. Self-characterized
as a ‘‘macro-level sociologist’’ (p. 311),
Malešević’s work takes the interpretivist
path on a grand scale, using combinations

The Sociology of War and Violence, by
Siniša Malešević. Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2010.
363pp. $35.99 paper. ISBN: 978052173
1690.

Men, Militarism, and UN Peacekeeping:
A Gendered Analysis, by Sandra
Whitworth. Boulder, CO: Lynne
Rienner Publishers, 2004. 225pp. $22.50
paper. ISBN: 9781588265524.

Military Sociology, Volumes One–Four,
edited by David R. Segal and James
Burk. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage
Publications, 2011. Vol. One, 270pp.;
Vol. Two, 326pp.; Vol. Three, 489pp.;
Vol. Four, 424pp. $995.00 cloth. ISBN:
9780857027795.

Science, Strategy and War: The Strategic
Theory of John Boyd, by Frans P. B.
Osinga. London, UK: Routledge, 2007.
313pp. $51.95 paper. ISBN: 978041545
9525.

1 As I attempted to do in Chapter Four of my
recent book, The Sociology of Military Science.

2 Merton attempts to explore the boundaries of
sociology as a distinguishable discipline
among the social sciences.
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of comparative politics and tracing an histor-
ic long view reminiscent of the classic and
comprehensive European sociologists
Marx, Durkheim, and Weber. In his intro-
duction, he highlights the role that war and
violence had in spurring these foundational
sociologists to explore class struggles, devise
bellicose social theories, and explain the rise
of the modern bureaucratic state. Following
the historic trace, Malešević begins his next
chapter wagging his finger at the broader
community of sociologists: ‘‘. . . contempo-
rary mainstream sociology, unlike its classi-
cal predecessors, remains intractable in its
near absolute ignoring of warfare’’ (p. 50).
Although there are a few associations and
journals that deal with the relationship
between society and the subset, the military,3

none deal with the macro sociology of war.
Malešević continues with his critical

review of social-Darwinian theories of war,
pointing to Azar Gat’s socio-biological ana-
logical interpretations in his War in Human
Civilization (2008). Malešević sees Gat’s
approach as an overreach, ignoring that
such large-scale organized violence cannot
be reduced to a natural evolutionary selec-
tion process where the victor survives.
After all, war ‘‘requires organized social
action, collective intentionality, the system-
atic use of weapons, sophisticated linguistic
coordination and ritualism’’ (p. 57). He is
equally decisive about the correspondent
economic-rational decision theories for casus
belli where participants are ‘‘utility maxi-
mizers who choose the best action according
to a stable set of, mostly universal, prefer-
ences’’ (p. 60). The author does compliment
the more sophisticated framework of Stathis
Kalyvas and his book The Logic of Violence in
Civil War (2006), where conflict is vested
within a decentralized, micro-decision mak-
ing structure emerging from the motives and
strategies of local political elites. Malešević
credits another exception, again with no
shortage of critical examination, to interpre-
tive sociologist Philip Smith (e.g., his 2005
book, Why War? The Cultural Logic of Iraq,
the Gulf War, and Suez), who examines
reasons for war through culturally relational

narratives; in short, a theory of storytelling
as casus belli. All in all, he finds few contem-
porary grand theorists who comprehensive-
ly articulate the socio-cultural studies of war
and undermines those writers who typify
the importance of the Clausewitzian notions
of a society which manifests a homogenized
will-to-fight attributed to ethnocentricity
and shared ideology.

Malešević moves on to explore the social-
‘‘. . . historical transformation from the disor-
ganised forms of coercion prevalent at the
dawn of human history to the early forms
of warfare in antiquity, more complex modes
of organised violence in medieval times and
transition towards rationalised types of war-
fare that provided an impetus for the arrival
of early modernity’’ (p. 89). Logically, he
calls upon anthropological and archeolog-
ical literature tracing evidence associated
with humankind’s basic social requirement
for efficiency-in-numbers linked with tribal
hunting and gathering; postulating that,
over the millennia, organized warfare is a rel-
atively recent phenomenon, tightly coupled
with advances in technology, the rise of
city- and nation-state territorial wars, and
in the Weberian tradition, the implications
of organized religion (e.g., the ensuing
conflicts of the Crusades and Protestant Ref-
ormation). Chapter Four is an extension of
this argument, but Malešević views the issue
through sociological lenses he refers to as
‘‘ontological dissonance’’ associated with
the paradox of the epistemic progressives
who exclaim the betterment of mankind
resulting from the Enlightenment. This
proposition conflicts with data, worth
repeating here, that seem to show the more
the scientific progress toward the expected
pacific truth, the more the casualties of
war: eleventh and twelfth centuries, about
60,000; twelfth and thirteenth, estimated to
be 539,000; fourteenth and fifteenth, around
1.4 million; sixteenth and seventeenth, 7.8
million; and, jumping to an extraordinary
111 million in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The last century was, Malešević
argues again in the Weberian sense, an era
of ‘‘systematic, organized and prolific,’’
industrialized, and bureaucratized mass
extermination (pp. 119–120). One cannot
help but be reminded of the theory of societal
militarization, a.k.a. ‘‘The Garrison State,’’

3 Such as the Inter-University Seminar on
Armed Forces and Society that publishes the
journal, Armed Forces and Society.
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expressed in 1941 by one of the founders of
military sociology, Harold Lasswell.

Malešević then peels back the arguments
of the socio-geographic writers who claim
war and organized violence is associated
with physical locations of societies on the
globe with European traditions serving as
the focal point for sensemaking. He effec-
tively dispels this theory, demonstrating
that these writers typically frame causes of
war from a Eurocentric view with units of
analysis (e.g., ‘‘civilizations’’ or what social
evolutionist Spengler 1939: 238, called ‘‘his-
torical pseudomorphosis’’) that are grossly
crude and ambiguous. These writers,
according to Malešević, ignore the unique
roles of war in shaping sub-Saharan
African-, Latin American-, North American-,
Middle- and Far-Eastern societies. His
bottom line is there should be little faith in
studies that find causality with geo-
exceptionalism and the homogenization
fallacy of the ‘‘Western Way of War.’’ Rather,
Malešević takes heterogeneous positions
when describing the unique social conse-
quences of war which he purposely removes
from the Western-European frame of reference.

He rolls out his next four chapters intent
on bashing the usual internally-oriented
sociological frames of reference about war,
to include ‘‘nationalism, propaganda, strati-
fication, solidarity, and gender’’ in the con-
text of ‘‘cumulative bureaucratization of
coercion’’ (by central governments) and
‘‘centrifugal ideologization’’ (i.e., reminis-
cent of Karl Mannheim’s sociology of
ideology) (p. 175). He effectively debunks
the realist scholars who overly-homogenize
agents of war, exposing, for example, the
underlying fallacy of ‘‘nationalism’’ as defin-
ing cleanly differentiated warring groups
who are presumably driven to bifurcation
by ‘‘coercive state apparatuses’’ (p. 185).
He cites examples of external wars that con-
nect to internal wars (such as the Russian
Revolution that paralleled World War I)—
debunking extant wars theories that depend
on the sociological concept of nationalism.
Similarly Malešević attacks the oversimplifi-
cation of the effects of the ambiguous concept
of propaganda on solidarity of populations
and soldiers engaged in war, whether pro-
mulgated by totalitarian or liberal democratic
forms of government. He reviews critical

studies that debunk the effects of propagan-
da, especially with intent to dehumanize the
enemy, revealing that these factors were not
as efficacious as espoused in the mainstream
literature. Malešević highlights that in recent
wars there are few face-to-face encounters
with the enemy—most killing is performed
bureaucratically and from a distance with
modern, high-tech weapons—which make
the study of propaganda less important.

Malešević’s Chapter Eight reminds me of
an anonymous quote, ‘‘The greatest evils in
the world will not be carried out by men
with guns, but by men in suits sitting behind
desks.’’4 Here the author explores ‘‘the rela-
tionships between organized violence and
social hierarchies’’ (p. 237)—what he claims
is largely ignored by sociology writ large.
Again, history demonstrates that as social
groups grow larger, the specialization and
stratification of labor grow, to include those
of security forces designed to fight external
threats. As hierarchies are formed so are
the privileges of rank and position. Of socio-
logical importance there seems to be a posi-
tive relationship between the smaller pro-
portional level of group participation in the
military (the warrior caste), and the larger
degree of stratification in the society
(p. 243). Furthermore, whereas sociologists
tend to see industrialization as a principal
agent behind social inequality, there may
be better evidence that geopolitical warfare

4 According to my personal correspondence
(April 4, 2012) with the C. S. Lewis Founda-
tion, Clara Sarrocco stated this quote is often
attributed to Lewis derived from a speech
President Ronald Reagan gave to the National
Association of Evangelicals in 1983. Yet, it ap-
pears to be a condensed interpretation in Wal-
ter Hooper’s preface in the 1961 edition of C.S.
Lewis’s Screwtape Letters: ‘‘I live in the Mana-
gerial Age, in a world of ‘Admin.’ The greatest
evil is not done in those sordid ‘dens of crime’
that Dickens loved to paint. It is not done even
in concentration camps and labor camps. In
those we see its final result. But it is conceived
and ordered (moved, seconded, carried and
minuted) in clean, carpeted, armed and well-
lighted offices, by quiet men with white collars
and cut fingernails and smooth-shaved cheeks
who do not need to raise their voice. Hence my
symbol of Hell is something like the bureau-
cracy of a police state or the offices of a thor-
oughly nasty business concern’’ (p. 10).
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is more the culprit for justifying the inequi-
ties of social hierarchies.

The penultimate chapter includes
Malešević’s confirmation of many socio-his-
torical accounts that women, throughout
various ages and societies, have largely
been excluded from the warrior caste. His
investigation is about why this seems to be
temporally- and globally-universal, and
includes critically reviewing both biological-
and sociological-masculinist research, that
he concludes are quite flawed in their find-
ings. He then examines the proposition that
‘‘warfare is dependent on the cultural con-
struction of gender roles’’ (p. 285) and
concludes, ‘‘. . . if one focuses on culture
[usually described as something specific, rel-
ative, unique] to determine this phenome-
non’’ it does not explain well the ‘‘regular,
absolute, uniform and nearly universal’’
exclusion of women (p. 287). Malešević
also attempts to debunk the post-essentialist
feminist argument that the concept of ‘‘gen-
der’’ itself is an arbitrary and discriminatory
alienating social myth, and furthermore,
patriarchalism is to blame. Again the author
criticizes this conclusion as over-simplifica-
tion and returns to his overarching descrip-
tive concepts of cumulative bureaucratiza-
tion and centrifugal ideologization. He
proposes these sociological processes com-
bined to meet the perceived societal need
for women to procreate future warriors to
sustain the warrior caste.

Finally, his last chapter is the most intrigu-
ing to me as I am presently engaged in
insider debates about whether we are in
a ‘‘novel era’’ of warfare (what proponents
of the ‘‘new-wars paradigm’’ suggest).
Malešević completes his myth-busting
book, employing the method of ‘‘blocking
presentism’’ (p. 311), in this case, avoiding
the tendency for each generation of military
scholars to proclaim the present includes the
most complex dangers in the history of war-
fare. His counterarguments are, as in the oth-
er chapters, worth reading. In conclusion,
Malešević’s work is worthy of sociologists’
heedfulness. Malešević exercises the herme-
neutic methods of the interpretivist, using
recorded history as his grammatological
tool for a critical examination of the domi-
nant narratives of the military intellectual
community.

An Exemplar of Radical Humanism—
principal assumption: our created world is
amassed with social alienation. Sandra
Whitworth, author of Men, Militarism, and
UN Peacekeeping: A Gendered Analysis, is Pro-
fessor and self-proclaimed feminist analyst
at the Department of Political Science at
York University in Toronto, Canada. From
the contradictory backdrop of ‘‘peacekeep-
ing’’ operations, she argues succinctly that:
‘‘Soldiers are not born, they are made; and
part of what goes into the making of a soldier
is a celebration and reinforcement of some of
the most aggressive, and most insecure,
elements of masculinity: those that promote
violence, misogyny, homophobia, and rac-
ism. . . . Lying at the very core of peacekeep-
ing is a contradiction: on the one hand, it
depends on the individuals (mostly men)
who have been constructed as soldiers, and
on the other hand, it demands that they
deny many of the traits they have come to
understand being a soldier entails’’ (p. 3).
This ethnography stems from her studies of
UN peacekeeping operations in Cambodia
and in examining the reports of Canadian
Forces elite airborne regiment’s alleged
atrocities while UN peacekeeping in Somalia
in the early 1990s, also while serving as
an observer-participant in the Canadian
government’s ‘‘Somalia Inquiry,’’ 1995–97.
Insofar as the latter, at the time she also
detected the ‘‘predominantly masculinized’’
nature of the Canadian official investigatory
body that, from her feminist perspective,
overtly (and likely covertly) alienated the
participation of any women’s points of
view in the process (p. 6).

Indeed, rather than a relationalist approach
taken by an interpretivist recognizing the
presence of paradox as ‘‘normal’’ in social
reality, the radical humanist seeks to expose
hypocrisy and contradictions as sources of
social alienation. How can one be a peace-
keeper who is an instrument of war and
organized violence? Whitworth’s message
is these polarities are incommensurate;
hence, the side effects of practicing with
this social contradiction ultimately include
‘‘prostitution, sexual exploitation, and
physical violence directed at local citizens
by peacekeeping forces’’ (p. 17) notwith-
standing higher incidents of HIV/AIDS.
She employs feminist theory as a derivative
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of postcolonial and critical theory, noting
‘‘. . . that the ideas that constitute nations
and institutions are also inevitably gendered’’
(p. 27). Hence, her purpose is to expose the
dominant power structure of militant men
(the usual assailants) over women (the usual
alienated victims) and dig deeper into the
epistemology of colonialism where ‘‘. . . the
political production of knowledge about rad-
icalized ‘others’ both forms one of the bases
of imperialistic practices and produces the
very idea of the ‘Orient’ as that which is intel-
lectually and morally backward and in need
of salvation’’ (p. 27).

Whitworth highlights the discrepancies
between the Canadian national rhetoric
about the use of its forces, value-oriented
on peace not war, and the consequences of
values-in-use by these forces in action, ulti-
mately resulting in the disbandment of an
entire elite airborne regiment. She explores
the practical inadequacies of contributing
nations’ militaries in their preparation for
such operations and the inappropriateness
of choosing commandos, special operators,
or paratroopers to wear the UN ‘‘blue beret’’
of a peacekeeper. When Somalia trans-
formed from peacekeeping to firefights
with locals (at times spurred by men who
perceived the peacekeepers as taking away
their access to local women), for example,
these troops easily transformed themselves
into killers rather than pacifists—a prefer-
ence for their institutionalized mindsets.
She devotes an entire chapter to a deeper
investigation into the ‘‘militarized masculin-
ities’’ of the men who wear blue berets.
Whitworth defines militaries as: ‘‘. . . a hege-
monic representation of idealized norms of
masculinity that privilege the tough, stoic,
emotionless warrior, capable and willing to
employ violence to achieve whatever ends
he may be ordered into. Militaries work
hard to fix the identities of young men in
these terms and have worked equally hard
to deny the fragility of this construction’’
(p. 172).

Aside from the benefits of her critical
approach to examining social alienation
derived from deconstructing national and
institutional dominant narratives, her text
also provides excellent summaries of what
transpired in Cambodia and Somalia peace
missions, to include the historiography of

why the UN missions were necessary and
a deeper look into the organizational nature
of the United Nations Departments of Peace-
keeping Operations and Disarmament
Affairs as they also relate to the historiogra-
phy of war and organized violence in Afgha-
nistan. From her critical viewpoint, she
provides very practical advice to the UN as
an institution, including: ‘‘Once women are
understood primarily through their vulner-
abilities, and once those vulnerabilities are
understood as identifiable, the UN practices
of early warning, conflict resolution, peace-
keeping, and peace-building become the
instruments through which women may be
protected or spared from the atrocities they
face’’ (p. 136).

All in all, Whitworth’s scholarship is
impeccable, her writing style enjoyable,
and her careful application of critical femi-
nist theory quite impressive. Any serious
sociologist would benefit from reading this
book, as her ideas will spawn other hypoth-
eses relating to social constructions of alien-
ation coupled with violence whether in
American urban ghetto gangs or in the
streets of Mogadishu.

An Exemplar of Structural Functionalism—
principal assumption: our world is reducible
to systematic understandings. My choice
here is the four-volume set (1,500-plus
pages) edited by David Segal and James
Burk, simply entitled Military Sociology.
Segal and Burk selected previously
published articles and book extracts to com-
prise this collection. The wide variety of
journals articles ranged among the American
Journal of Sociology, Armed Forces and Society,
British Journal of Sociology, Daedalus, Interna-
tional Journal of Comparative Sociology, Mili-
tary Psychology, Military Review, Social Psy-
chology Quarterly, to name a few. The book
extracts were from those considered founda-
tional: Morris Janowitz’s The New Military
and The Professional Soldier; Samuel P.
Huntington’s The Soldier and the State; Martin
Shaw’s The New Western Way of War; Charles
Tilly’s Capital, Coercion, and European States;
and C. Wright Mills’ The Power Elite.

Archetypal military sociologists subscribe
to functionalism, the prevailing paradigm,
and seem prone to divide their studies
into a wide-range of sub-specialities includ-
ing the causal or at least correlational
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characteristics of modern transformations to
postmodern5 military structures; the mili-
tary perceived as an occupation versus an
institution; how racial and multi-gender
integration is working; issues with military
families; factors of civil-military relations;
elements of small group (squad/team) cohe-
sion; leadership-as-a-variable; changing
roles of the military in modern society;
social-psychological or existential costs to
veterans; military professional ethics; the
macro-economics of war; the effects of
unionization of militaries, and so forth.
Much of this work is supported by quantita-
tive analyses of human research survey
results or available governmental statistics.
Of the 71 articles, I would characterize that
49 are written from the functionalist view-
point, whereas 18 are vested in interpretive
sociology. Only four represent the radical
humanist paradigm and none seem vested
in radical structuralism.

The editors artfully compiled these essays
thematically (not chronologically), authored
by both the ‘‘founding fathers’’ (not
‘‘mothers,’’ as Professor Whitworth would
likely point out) of American military sociol-
ogy book-writers and contemporary stan-
dard bearers of ‘‘specialized’’ military sociol-
ogy (e.g., in the military sociology communi-
ty, well-known names would include
Giuseppe Caforio, Bernard Boëne, James
Burk, the late Charles Moskos, and David
Segal) who usually publish journal articles.
Although not recognizing explicitly the
inherent bias—that most of these studies
lean toward utilitarianism—the editors do
admit in their introduction that funding for
much of the sociological research conducted
on the military was largely from the War
Department (during the World War II hey-
day of military sociological research) and lat-
er the Department of Defense: ‘‘Social

scientific studies of the military grew in
number, growth supported by extra-mural
funded research at universities and research
corporations and by the military’s in-house
research organizations, like the U.S. Army
Research Institute’’ (Segal and Burk 2012:
xxx).

Despite my personal bias and bones to
pick with the functionalist ‘‘chunking’’ of
military sociology, and questionable policy
motives behind this sort of government-spon-
sored text, the fact is that this and other edited
works make up the preponderance of books
published on the subject since the year 2000.
Despite these criticisms, I commend that this
reference set, above all the contemporary
edited works published since 2000, is a must
for the libraries of schools, colleges, and uni-
versities that have sociology departments.
The articles are indeed interesting and the pro-
ject itself is worthy of reflexive-sociological
study (a la Bourdieu and Wacquant: 1992).

An Exemplar of Radical Structuralism—
principal assumption: societies must cope
with discontinuous structural changes in
a conflicted world of perpetual crises. Colo-
nel Frans P. B. Osinga of the Royal Nether-
lands Air Force published Science, Strategy
and War: The Strategic Theory of John Boyd as
a follow of his PhD dissertation.6 There
are important military sociological implica-
tions in his portrayal of U.S. Air Force
Colonel and Korean War fighter pilot John
Boyd. Boyd’s theory of rapid, adaptive
learning, signified by his ‘‘OODA Loop’’
(a recursive, observe-orient-decide-act rep-
ertoire) describes the necessity for individ-
uals and organizations to sense-make
quickly when facing highly complex and
chaotic circumstances. Boyd never formally
published his unconventional, action-orient-
ed, fast-learning theories; hence, Osinga’s
research relied on interviews with those
familiar with his lectures and on Boyd’s arti-
facts, such as his personal notes and briefing
chart, left after his death in 1997.

It may be a stretch to characterize
Osinga’s portrayal of Boyd’s theories as hav-
ing spawned from radical structuralism,
however there are expressed analogies
made to Marxian dialectical materialism

5 I should note there that this functionalist
description of ‘‘postmodern’’ is hardly in the
Foucauldian tradition. Instead, Moskos, Wil-
liams, and Segal (2000) describe the ‘‘new’’
functionalized variables (such as the rise of
supranational militants, the emergence of
complex peacekeeping missions, integration
of women into combat, and so forth) they asso-
ciate with postmodern military as opposed to
the twentieth century models of mass mobili-
zation and huge armies. 6 His dissertation report is available online.
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and resultant ‘‘revolutions’’ in military
affairs that caught my attention: ‘‘. . . at the
heart of Boyd’s view on war and strategy
resides the fundamental issue of epistemolo-
gy and the view of knowledge as unfolding,
evolving, as a dialectical process and uncer-
tain. . . . Assigning meaning to events, phe-
nomena or objects is not just an individual
process. The OODA loop is itself indeed an
epistemological statement. . . .The postmod-
ern school of thought in military studies
points at new [revolutionary] modes of eco-
nomic production. . . associated new sources
of power. . . new modes of representation,
and new forms of organization’’ (pp. 242–243).

Osinga compares this sort of thinking to
Braudillard’s ‘‘simulacra,’’ a sure sign of
radical structuralism at work. Boyd recog-
nized that there is an objective reality for
which the language of war stands in for the
reality of war. So, the victorious opponent
is one who changes the constructed, subjec-
tive reality of their foe which will translate
to objective success; that is, we fight best to
disrupt metaphysical meaning, not necessar-
ily to destroy physical targets (I note the
recent creation of U.S. Cyber Command
and its Braudillardian ‘‘cyberwar,’’ ongoing
24/7 with the average American unaware,
reminiscent of the 1999 movie, The Matrix:
‘‘USCYBERCOM plans, coordinates, inte-
grates, synchronizes and conducts activities
to: direct the operations and defense of spec-
ified Department of Defense information
networks and; prepare to, and when direct-
ed, conduct full spectrum military cyber-
space operations in order to enable actions
in all domains, ensure US/Allied freedom
of action in cyberspace and deny the same
to our adversaries’’ (US CYBERCOM 2013).

Osinga’s representation of the ontological-
ly-objective and epistemologically-radical
ideations of Boyd is quite interesting. The
book opened me to new frames of mind
about how modern military institutions
may have options that lead away from their
sedimented functional mindsets about war
and organized violence.

Conclusion

The Sociology of War and Violence is a signifi-
cant work that effectively critiques the

taken-for-granted theoretical frameworks
and questionable historicity available in
mainstream sociology. Malešević is a sophis-
ticated and integrative writer, skilled in the
art of combining interpretive sociology and
historiography—this work should be a major
player not just in military sociology, but also
among his contemporaries in the wider field
of sociology. Although I characterize his
work under the interpretivist paradigm, he
is critically attuned to the limits of all theo-
ries of war and organized violence no matter
their paradigmatic origins. Whitworth’s
work, Men, Militarism, and UN Peacekeeping,
is both necessary and refreshing, employing
critical theory in a radical humanist’s por-
trayal of militant-male domination and its
destructive consequences in peacekeeping
missions. Segal and Burk, in their compila-
tion of the four-volume Military Sociology,
presented in the predominantly functionalist
tradition, provide dozens of micro-sociolog-
ical essays on military topics with the impli-
cation that if you read all the essays you will
understand the gestalt of the state of the sci-
ence. While I am skeptical that such synthe-
sis accumulates from analyses, this reference
set will certainly be a delight to graduate
students interested more in the main courses
of functionalism, offering at least a side dish
of interpretivism and a small taste of a radi-
cal humanist for dessert. Finally, I appreciate
Osinga’s meticulous research presented in
his book, Science, Strategy and War, develop-
ing theories proposed by the late Boyd,
who was considered a countercultural mav-
erick in military circles, and who aggressive-
ly took his contemporaries on epistemic
journeys into what we now would catego-
rize as complexity science and chaos theory,
investigating the emergent social science of
radical change in warfare.
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When it comes to foundational and compre-
hensive theories of society, theories with
general and broad range in the grand style
of the classics, the options today are very
few. There is network theory and its cultural-
ist derivative, relational sociology, Luh-
mann’s theory of social systems, Latour’s
actor-network theory, and Bourdieu’s field
theory. In their own attempt to work out
such a general theory of society in the form
of a unified field theory, Neil Fligstein and
Doug McAdam in A Theory of Fields do not
engage network theory in its most advanced
version, presented by Harrison White. They
completely disregard Luhmann and Latour.
There is a rather brief acknowledgment of
Bourdieu, but this is more of a nod, and falls
way short of a thorough discussion of Bour-
dieu’s accomplishments and failures. They
do not show how or why their own theory
might count as a superior alternative to
Bourdieu, or at least offers some kind of
improvement. The authors’ own theorizing
about social fields nowhere comes close to
the level of sophistication and conceptual
elaboration achieved by Bourdieu or Luh-
mann. It is puzzling that an attempt at foun-
dational social theory, a theory that claims to
have ‘‘discerned a set of foundational truths
about social life’’ (p. xiii), can afford to com-
pletely ignore or fail to assess thoroughly the
few other foundational attempts that do
exist in the sociological field today.

In fact, it is not even clear what kind of
theory the authors’ field theory is supposed
to be. While they acknowledge that there are
different kinds and types of theory, they do
not say what kind their own theory might
be, or why they chose one type rather than
another. It is certainly not explanatory theo-
ry. For the most part, their theory of fields
seems culled from work in the authors’

main areas, social movements (McAdam)
and economic sociology (Fligstein). This
lack of care and attention to theoretical clar-
ity and conceptual precision is present
throughout the book and its many claims,
extending even to editorial practices: there
are sections of text that appear twice, in
some cases down to word-for-word repeti-
tion (compare pp. 10–11 and pp. 88–89).
Many of the claims are as grand as they
appear unwarranted. For example, the
authors assert that ‘‘there is a general, shared
understanding of what is going on in the
field. . . ’’ (p. 10), or expect that the actors in
settled fields ‘‘share a consensus as to what
is going on’’ (p. 11). It is unclear whether
such sweeping statements are to be taken
as axioms, hypotheses, empirical generaliza-
tions, or operational definitions. Many of
them amount to little more than analytical
truisms and commonplaces. Another exam-
ple for this is the assertion that ‘‘the great
majority of strategic action fields are inde-
pendent of each other’’ (p. 19). How could
this possibly be decided, given how many
such fields there must be? The possible num-
ber of fields is actually never considered,
unlike in Bourdieu’s field theory or Luh-
mann’s theory of social systems. Neither
are substantial differences among fields con-
sidered, such as the difference between a sci-
ence and an art, or the difference between
the field of sociology and, say, physics. Are
all fields action fields, or are some fields of
communication? Does this difference make

A Theory of Fields, by Neil Fligstein and
Doug McAdam. New York, NY: Oxford
University Press, 2012. 238pp. $29.95
cloth. ISBN: 9780199859948.
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a difference to a theory of fields? Does it not
matter whether fields are action fields, inter-
action fields, or communication fields?

The core idea of the book is that society is
composed of sets of related and nested ‘‘stra-
tegic action fields.’’ These are said to be
‘‘constructed social orders that define an
arena within which a set of consensually
defined and mutually attuned actors vie for
advantage’’ (p. 64). These fields provide the
‘‘basic structural building blocks’’ of society,
which itself is composed of the economy,
civil society, and the state (p. 3). Within
such fields, actors, either incumbents who
benefit from the status quo or challengers
who benefit from change, build alliances
and coalitions to compete for the material
and status rewards that are at stake in a field.
Forces of order work against forces of
change, though I think this very distinction
is dubious, as change is itself a mode of
order and ordering. Fields come in various
major states; emerging fields display
dynamics that differ from settled fields or
fields that experience inner or outer shocks
or episodes of contention. The main forms
of social activity are competition, coopera-
tion, and conflict; they are structured by
the rules of the field, which prescribe the
legitimate strategies available to actors in
jockeying for positions. Here, the theory
resembles rational choice and game theory,
but the authors dislike the ‘‘naked instru-
mentalism’’ (p. 18) of such theories. They
try to mitigate instrumentalism by an
emphasis on ‘‘meaning,’’ which is supposed-
ly ‘‘subjective,’’ making it difficult to see
how collective actors, presumably entities
without minds and consciousness, could
engage in subjectively meaningful action. If
action is as much instrumental as interpre-
tive, then the very label ‘‘strategic action
fields’’ seems misleading. If, as the authors
claim, ‘‘the essence of human sociability is
collaborative meaning making’’ (p. 49),
then the image that comes to mind is social
life as campfire storytelling, not strategic
pursuit of interests in power and resources.

Fields are related to other fields in
various ways, and these dependencies are
commonly managed through some internal
governance institution. Some fields are hier-
archies, such as states and bureaucratic
organizations; others distribute rewards

and positions more equally. But there is no
thorough explanation of the variable condi-
tions under which these different modes of
structuration occur. Strategic action fields
are socially constructed in that they rest
upon shared meanings and understandings
of the field. These shared meanings interpret
the ‘‘purpose’’ of the field, the positions of
actors within it, the rules of the game, and
the mutual understandings actors develop
through role-taking. It is not said to what
extent such meanings are shared, or how
one meaning makes itself the dominant
one. Neither is there any account of how
the construction of meanings and shared,
or even consensual, interpretations might
vary from field to field, or between various
levels of nesting of action fields.

A theory of fields should not just list some
of their common elements, but should
account for what makes a field the field it
is. It may well be that both states and mar-
kets are fields, but we also need to know
what makes one field a state, another a mar-
ket, and yet another a science or art. It is also
very doubtful that all fields at all times and
on all levels are fields of strategic action,
and whether this kind of action is the only
or the dominant type. While it may be the
case that fields are socially constructed, this
is not much more than a truism unless one
recognizes that modes of construction will
likely vary from field to field. The construc-
tion of a scientific fact in physics is probably
very different from the construction of a sup-
ply chain, the construction of an identity, or
the construction of a statue in an art field.
Strategic action fields are said to be com-
posed of actors, but these actors are strategic
action fields as well (p. 9), leading to the
redundancy that action fields are composed
of action fields. To say they are ‘‘nested’’ like
‘‘Russian dolls’’ will not suffice, unless the
theory can accommodate different modes
and levels of social organization, which the
present theory does not and probably cannot
do. For example, the authors argue that
international arms control is a strategic
action field, within which governmental
fields are nested and embedded, which gov-
ernmental systems can further be decom-
posed into military fields that consist of yet
more basic levels, such as armies and, ulti-
mately, platoons (p. 80). What is uncertain
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is not that this can be done, that levels of
social organization are nested and embed-
ded in other levels, but which level and
how many levels in which relations are crit-
ical for a given research question. Since the
authors also claim to address the micro-
macro problem, one would expect a clear
analysis of how macrofields (e.g., arms con-
trol) can be explained and accounted for in
terms of fields at microlevels (e.g., platoons).
No such analysis is given, or even its possi-
bility outlined.

This theory of fields is not much of a theo-
ry, particularly when the ambition is to pro-
vide foundations and ultimate building
blocks of the social. Much more attention is
needed for the foundational concepts, such
as ‘‘actor’’ and ‘‘action.’’ We need a theory
that can distinguish between fields, net-
works, social worlds, and systems. We also
lack a notion of how ‘‘social existence’’ dif-
fers from ‘‘human existence,’’ and how
such existing differs from other modes of
being in the world. As it stands, the theory
is not even at the level of Weber’s theory of
action, which at least draws certain distinc-
tions between various action types. It is not
clear who counts as an actor, and who
decides this—another actor? A field? One
would think sociologically that actors are
constituted by fields, but sometimes it seems
to be the other way around, so that actors
come already equipped with certain capaci-
ties, skills, and resources. Sometimes, the
authors appear to talk about persons, at oth-
er times about collective or corporate actors,
and sometimes the two are treated as inter-
changeable. When the authors assert, again
without warrant or grounds, that ‘‘actors
know who their friends, their enemies,
and their competitors are’’ (p. 11), or that
people ‘‘possess a highly developed capac-
ity for reading people and environments’’
(p. 17)—but do they?—the implication is
that actors are persons, but this seems not
to side well with yet another assertion,
that ‘‘formal organizations are very often

the central players in strategic action fields’’
(p. 64).

As a result, the foundation of the authors’
theory of fields rests on very shaky grounds.
At the very least, one would expect some
kind of classification or typology of various
kinds of actors and actions, and a clear ratio-
nale for distinguishing between individuals
and corporate or collective actors. Next,
one would need to know through which
strategies an individual actor can inflate
itself into a collective, or when the opposite
happens; that is, a collective actor decom-
posing into its individual components. In
crafting such a basic theory, Latour and Luh-
mann have very much to offer, much more
than the authors of this book. The difficulties
and deficits pile up when it comes to the
‘‘microfoundations’’ of field theory. No men-
tion is made of what is probably the most
advanced microfoundational theory avail-
able today, Randall Collins’ interaction ritual
chains. Nothing is said about the ontology
and phenomenology of the social.

Fligstein’s and McAdam’s own micro-
foundation involves no interaction systems
at all, but instead consists of ‘‘social skills’’
and the ‘‘existential functions of the social.’’
As far as I can tell, the latter means that mod-
ern humans’ expanded capacities for self-
consciousness and reflexivity make them
wonder about the ‘‘meaning of life’’ (p. 41),
and that the construction of strategic action
fields compensates for the existential fear
and loathing that large brains routinely gen-
erate. It is said that ‘‘we function as existen-
tial ‘coconspirators,’ relentlessly—if general-
ly unconsciously [sic]—exchanging affirma-
tions that sustain our sense of our own
significance and the world’s inherent mean-
ingfulness’’ (p. 42). No robust and solid the-
ory can rest on such ‘‘foundations.’’

Summing up, this book presents no novel
approaches or foundational insights. I must
say I have learned nothing from this book,
and cannot recommend it to others.
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We would first like to thank Alan Sica for
inviting us to respond to Stephan Fuchs’
review of our book. In truth, after seeing
the review, our first reaction was to decline
the invitation. Frankly, it’s hard to engage
someone who doesn’t seem to have read
much of the book and instead used the
review to defend his narrow conception of
theory against the ‘‘barbarians’’—that would
be us—he sees massed at its gates. In the
end, though, we decided it was important
to offer a response, not simply to defend
our book, but to argue for a very different,
more empirically driven conception of theo-
ry than the traditional interpretation and
veneration of Theorists that Fuchs repre-
sents. Our response has two parts. First, we
try to answer the questions—what is Fuchs
so angry about and what turf is he so intent
on defending? Second, since Fuchs certainly
never provided one, we offer a brief account
of what we were trying to accomplish in
writing ‘‘A Theory of Fields,’’ and what
alternative conception of theory it seeks to
advance.

Why is Fuchs so apoplectic? We can’t be
sure, of course, but we think the basic per-
spective sketched in our book provides
a plausible answer to the question. The fun-
damental premise of field theory—our ver-
sion as well as that of others—is that the
world is composed of an almost infinite
array of constructed social orders within
which actors vie for advantage. These actors
can be crudely divided into ‘‘incumbents’’—
those groups and individuals whose concep-
tion of the field is currently dominant—and
‘‘challengers,’’ who offer competing concep-
tions of the overall structure and logic of the
field. Academic disciplines and the subfields
that comprise them are fields in their own
right. This, of course, includes ‘‘the field of
theory’’ referred to in our title.

Theory is as riven with disagreements and
conflicts as the fractious discipline in which
it is embedded. In a recent, illuminating
paper, Gabriel Abend (2008) argues that
there is no consensus within sociology
when it comes to the basic meaning or pur-
pose of ‘‘theory.’’ Instead the theory field
betrays the same sharp disagreements and
incumbent/challenger structure as most
fields. Fuchs represents the venerable, if nar-
row, conception of theory as the explication,
interpretation, and veneration of Theorists
and the canonical texts they have authored.
Moreover, this means that Fuchs is unalter-
ably opposed to the idea that empirical
work can inform theory and the notion that
there should be a dialogue between theory
and data. We hold the opposite view. Empir-
ical work gives us deep insight into how
basic social processes work. We think that
the study of the actual emergence of social
space and the ability of actors to create and
defend that space, which is at the heart of
the empirical work we synthesize, offers the-
orists the ability to deepen their understand-
ing of such processes.

It is fair to say that Fuchs’ conception of
theory is broadly dominant within sociology.
Virtually all sociology departments teach
courses in theory that reflect the traditional
orientation and conception reflected above
and many—though by no means all—
employ self-identified ‘‘theorists’’ who
embody this orientation in their work. Fuchs
is a distinguished member of this incumbent
theory fraternity. He has spent his career
honorably and productively engaged in the
Talmudic interpretation of Theorists and
their texts. He has, for instance, written
a good deal on Luhmann, hardly surprising
given the number of references to Luhmann
in his review. We learn from his vita that he
is presently writing a book on Heidegger. It
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appears, on the other hand, that he has never
engaged in systematic empirical research.

In our view, Fuchs’ review is more
a defense of this traditional conception of
theory than any serious engagement with
the ideas put forth in our book. He deploys
his incumbent status within the field and
his arcane knowledge of ‘‘real’’ theorists to
attempt to discredit and caricature our per-
spective and demean the rich theoretical
and empirical bases upon which it draws.

Consider his opening argument against
us. He claims that our book does not engage
Luhmann, LaTour, and White (and here we
assume he means Identity and Control and
not White’s economic sociology which has
a field concept). Why don’t we discuss Luh-
mann, LaTour and White? The simple
answer is that none of them has sought to
contribute to the development of field theo-
ry. Indeed, both LaTour and White in Identity
and Control are actually hostile to such a con-
struct and Luhmann’s systems theory is too
abstract to be of much use to the study of
fields. Why would we discuss them?

In the second paragraph, he almost sneer-
ingly says that the theories on which we
principally draw are those that inform the
empirical study of ‘‘social movements’’ and
‘‘economic sociology.’’ Implicit in the sub-
stance and tone of the review is the striking-
ly anti-intellectual claim that ‘‘real’’ Theory
can’t possibly be generated by empirical
researchers or emerge from an iterative
‘‘conversation’’ between theory and empiri-
cal work. Only formal Theorists who have
spent their lives in lonely, ascetic engage-
ment with sacred canonical texts can possi-
bly know what real theory is and in turn
add to that canon. This, of course, would
have been news to classic sociological fig-
ures such as Durkheim and Weber whose
contributions to theory were inextricably
tied to their empirical agendas.

But it is not just his version of how to do
Theory that Fuchs is defending. He is partic-
ularly unhappy with our explication of the
agent/structure problem, a problem he has
written about. By means of a purely theoret-
ical argument, Fuchs (2001) has essentially
declared the agency/structure problem to
be illusory. He says that if we look close
enough at people doing things, we will
always see agency and if we instead retreat

to observing human action from a distance,
we will always see structure.

Our view is antithetical to this position
and much of our book is devoted to the
proposition that people are always agentic.
The agent/structure problem animates
much of empirical sociology which seeks to
understand how various parts of society
exhibit remarkable stability but on occasion
can be changed. But, this happens, not just
because structures dominate agents. Recent-
ly, one of us (McAdam and Boudet 2012) has
shown that structural openings or opportuni-
ties for oppositional collective action abound
in the empirical world. Yet, in the great
majority of these cases, people fail to recog-
nize and/or exploit the structural opportuni-
ties afforded them. A theory that wishes this
empirical fact out of existence is pretty use-
less. A theory that works to understand
why this might be, advances sociology. By
now it should be clear why Fuchs would
not recommend our book to anyone: we occu-
py a place in the field of theory that is anti-
thetical to his position about what theory is
and how agency and structure are related.

The second and more important question
is: what kind of an alternative theory is
ours and what conceptual/empirical contri-
butions do we think it offers? Despite the
legitimacy that continues to attach to the
conception of theory embodied in Fuchs’
work, the fact is that this tradition is now
almost completely disconnected from the
empirically oriented subfields within which
the great majority of sociologists toil. For bet-
ter or worse, the theory that matters most to
these practitioners is now largely fashioned
at the level of the subfield. But therein lies
a serious problem. There has been a balkan-
ization of empirical fields such that it is dif-
ficult for a broader theoretical perspective to
emerge that might shed light on more gener-
al, more foundational, social processes. That,
we hope, is the promise of field theory. By
recognizing very similar social processes in
our overlapping empirical domains, we
have sought to fashion a very general sensi-
tizing perspective that can help researchers
study and ultimately better understand the
dynamics by which strategic actors create
and seek to sustain or challenge the struc-
ture, logic, and normative practices of any
given field.
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So how has scholarship in our respective
empirical domains informed A Theory of
Fields? Any theory of social action needs to
account for the origins of new social orders,
their stabilization and reproduction over
time and the dynamics that shape the possi-
bilities for their transformation and eventual
demise. There are two ways that one can
fashion such a theory. One, favored by
Fuchs, is to construct an account based on
a comparison of what theorists have said
about this issue for the past 150 years. The
other, the one we pursue, is to fashion a the-
ory based on what scholars who have
researched such spaces have figured out
about their dynamics.

Social movement scholars are fundamen-
tally concerned with the processes of rup-
ture and settlement that open up and fore-
close the prospects for significant social
change in all manner of constructed social
orders. New fields are almost always born
of processes familiar to social movement
scholars, including framing, the construction
of new identities, the construction of politi-
cal opportunities, and the mobilization of
resources. The results of their studies give
us insight into how new social space is con-
structed. For its part, economic sociology in
its study of markets provides us with insight
into where new fields (read, markets) come
from and how they reproduce themselves.
Indeed, some of our best evidence for the
existence of fields—arenas where actors
come to take one another into account in
their actions—are markets. We have learned
that such orders come from other nearby
markets, that they require a cultural concep-
tion of the market and a way for market
actors to make sense of one another, they fre-
quently are hierarchically structured, and
often involve strong ties to the state. These
hard won empirical regularities discovered
by empirical researchers are the raw materi-
al for our theoretical synthesis.

Contrary to what Fuchs alleges, we can
assure readers that A Theory of Fields is not
devoid of theory; it simply builds on other
theorists and theoretical perspectives than
the ones he knows best. At the end of the
first chapter, we discuss many of our sources
including Giddens, Bourdieu, Mead, sym-
bolic interactionism and institutional theory
(pp. 23–31). In the last chapter we return to

our inspirations for the theory of fields and
discuss in more detail how the field concept
has evolved (pp. 209–15).

Toward the end of the book, (pp. 200–208)
we articulate seven general theoretical
implications of our perspective to help guide
those who would use it as the conceptual
framework for their research. It is here that
we feel we have most clearly pushed the
envelope beyond Bourdieu’s original formu-
lations. The book develops a distinctly socio-
logical view of the micro-foundations that
inform field dynamics and indeed, all of
social life. Social life does not turn on habit
and interest alone, but requires socially
skilled actors to make meaning and actively
create, contest, and defend the social orders
they inhabit. The book specifies the dynam-
ics underlying the emergence, stability, and
transformation of fields. It posits that the
same field dynamics operate at the level of
individuals, groups, organizations, and
states. We also articulate a distinctive macro
view of social life, with ensembles of fields
serving as larger meta-structures that pow-
erfully impact the prospects for stability,
conflict, and change in all ‘‘affiliated’’ fields.

Reflecting our own experiences as empiri-
cal researchers, the book remains deeply
committed to the idea of ‘‘useful’’ theory.
In order to show the generality of field theo-
ry, we produce a chapter-long presentation
of two disparate historical cases: the modern
civil rights movement, and the rise and fall
of the mortgage industry and resultant
financial crisis. We show how our version
of field theory can be used to understand
these seemingly different empirical phe-
nomena. We offer a methods chapter that
considers how one might go about studying
fields empirically. We argue that field theory
is consistent with both case study and quan-
titative methods. Finally, we offer a set of
hypotheses that follow from the theory that
we believe can be tested empirically
(p. 189), something that would be difficult
to do with Luhmann, LaTour, and White.

We invite those who are intrigued by the
idea of a synthetic theory of action forged
through a sustained conversation between
theory and empirical research to read the
book. Decide for yourself whether it offers
something of value, and if you conclude it
does, we urge you to join the ongoing,
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collaborative effort to fashion an empirically
informed ‘‘theory of fields.’’
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